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Abstract

This paper introduces a Scandinavian bench-001
marking platform, ScandEval, which can002
benchmark any pretrained or finetuned model003
on 29 datasets in Danish, Norwegian, Swedish,004
Icelandic and Faroese, two of which are new.005
We develop and release a Python package and006
Command-Line Interface (CLI), scandeval,007
which can benchmark any model that has been008
uploaded to the HuggingFace Hub, with re-009
producible results. Using this package, we010
benchmark over 60 Scandinavian or multilin-011
gual models and present the results of these in012
an interactive online leaderboard 1. The bench-013
marking results shows that the investment in014
language technology in Norway and Sweden015
has led to language models that outperform016
multilingual models such as XLM-RoBERTa017
and LaBSE. We release the source code for018
both the package and leaderboard 2 3.019

1 Introduction020

In recent years, there has been a significant in-021

crease in the number of monolingual language022

models in the Scandinavian languages (Møller-023

høj, 2020; Højmark-Bertelsen, 2021; Sarnikowski,024

2021; Enevoldsen et al., 2021; Abdaoui et al., 2020;025

Kummervold et al., 2021; Malmsten et al., 2020;026

Snæbjarnarson, 2021), to the extent that it becomes027

difficult both for the practioner to choose the cor-028

rect model for the task at hand, as well as for lan-029

guage researchers to ensure that their research ef-030

forts are indeed improving upon past work.031

Aside from the increasing number of models,032

(Sahlgren et al., 2021) also emphasises that a joint033

Scandinavian language model is probably a better034

strategy for the Scandinavian countries, consider-035

ing the similarity of their languages and culture.036

1(removed to preserve anonymity)
2https://anonymous.4open.science/r/

ScandEval-5E4A
3(removed to preserve anonymity)

The languages included in the term “Scandina- 037

vian” is debatable (oxf, 2021), but we will here 038

include Danish (da), Norwegian (nb and nn), 039

Swedish (sv), Icelandic (is) and Faroese (fo), 040

in line with (Sahlgren et al., 2021; Gooskens, 2020) 041

and that these are all of the modern languages orig- 042

inating in Old Norse. 043

To help facilitate progress in both improving 044

upon the monolingual Scandinavian models as well 045

as the multilingual, we present ScandEval, a 046

benchmark of Scandinavian models, along with 047

a Python package and CLI, and an associated on- 048

line leaderboard of Scandinavian language models. 049

This benchmark covers all Scandinavian languages, 050

in the sense described above, on a diverse set of 051

datasets spanning named entity recognition, part- 052

of-speech tagging, dependency parsing as well as 053

various classification tasks. 054

Recent studies (Khanuja et al., 2021; Pires et al., 055

2019; Lauscher et al., 2020) have shown that multi- 056

lingual models can outperform monolingual mod- 057

els when the languages are sufficiently similar, and 058

also that they are worse than the monolingual mod- 059

els when the languages are too dissimilar. This 060

shows that the Scandinavian languages could have 061

something to gain by creating “local multilingual” 062

models, rather than using the massively multilin- 063

gual models such as XLM-RoBERTa (Conneau 064

et al., 2020), which is why this benchmark em- 065

phasises both Scandinavian performance as well as 066

the individual monolingual performance scores of 067

the language models. 068

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first 069

benchmarking tool for any of the Scandinavian lan- 070

guages, as well as the first online leaderboard con- 071

taining scores from such a tool. Our contributions 072

are the following: 073

1. We develop a Python package and CLI, 074

scandeval, which allows reproducible 075

benchmarking of language models on Scandi- 076

navian language datasets. 077
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2. We benchmark all the Scandinavian and a se-078

lection of the multilingual language models079

on the HuggingFace Hub4, and present all080

the scores in a ScandEval leaderboard on a081

dedicated website.082

3. We uniformise all the datasets used in the083

benchmark, to enable consistent evaluation084

across languages and datasets. These uni-085

formised datasets are also available through086

the above-mentioned scandeval package.087

4. We provide two new sentiment analysis088

datasets, NoReC-IS and NoReC-FO in Ice-089

landic and Faroese, respectively, being ma-090

chine translated versions of the Norwegian091

Review Corpus NoReC.092

2 Related Work093

There have been a number of NLU benchmarks094

published in recent years (Wang et al., 2018; Sarlin095

et al., 2020; Rybak et al., 2020; Ham et al., 2020;096

Shavrina et al., 2020; Wilie et al., 2020; Xiang et al.,097

2021; Koto et al., 2020), with whom we share the098

same goal of advancing the state of NLP in our099

respective languages.100

Within the Scandinavian languages specifically,101

the SuperLim benchmark (Adesam et al., 2020)102

is a Swedish NLU Benchmark featuring several103

difficult tasks, two of which we have included104

in our ScandEval benchmark: the DaLaJ and105

ABSAbank-Imm datasets. What distinguishes106

these datasets from other datasets present in Su-107

perLim is that they contain a training split, with the108

other datasets in that benchmark only having a test109

split and are therefore not suitable for benchmark-110

ing general-purpose pretrained language models.111

The XGLUE (Liang et al., 2020) dataset is an-112

other multilingual NLU benchmark. That dataset113

is different from ScandEval as all the training114

data in XGLUE is in English, and that the major-115

ity of the test sets are not available in any of the116

Scandinavian languages.117

(Isbister and Sahlgren, 2020) features a Swedish118

similarity benchmark, achieved through machine119

translating the STS-B dataset from the GLUE120

benchmark (Wang et al., 2018). Aside from only121

dealing with a single task and a single language, the122

quality of the dataset is worse than a gold-standard123

corpus as a result of the translation, as the authors124

also point out.125

4https://hf.co

3 Methodology 126

To properly evaluate the performance of a model, 127

we ideally need to evaluate it on as many tasks 128

as possible. Unfortunately, the Scandinavian lan- 129

guages do not have many openly available datasets 130

for many downstream tasks. We thus chose to 131

categorise the datasets that are available in the 132

Scandinavian languages, and which have often 133

been used to benchmark language models. These 134

categories are Named Entity Recognition (NER), 135

Part-of-speech Tagging (POS), Dependency Pars- 136

ing (DEP) and various Classification tasks (CLF). 137

We discuss the datasets used for each in Section 5. 138

There are two different types of models available: 139

the pretrained general-purpose models, which have 140

been trained on a large corpus, and the finetuned 141

models, which are pretrained models that have been 142

finetuned on a specific task. Evaluation of these 143

two types of models requires different methodol- 144

ogy, as we need to finetune the pretrained models 145

and merely evaluate the finetuned ones. 146

3.1 Tokenisation 147

As the majority of our datasets are token classifica- 148

tion tasks and that the language models usually use 149

different tokenisers, we have to ensure a uniform 150

treatment of these as well. For all token classifi- 151

cation tasks we tokenise the documents using the 152

pretrained tokeniser associated to the model that 153

we are benchmarking, after which we align the 154

resulting tokens with the gold-standard tokens. 155

Concretely, all gold-standard labels are propa- 156

gated to the tokens they consist of. To ensure a 157

consistent evaluation of the models we mask all 158

but the first token in each word, ensuring that the 159

models have to predict the same amount of labels 160

per document. 161

3.2 Finetuning 162

The scandeval package finetunes the models 163

for the individual tasks using the API from the 164

transformers package (Wolf et al., 2020). The 165

focus of the scandeval package is not to utilise 166

the best learning algorithm for the given task, but 167

rather to use the same algorithm for each model, to 168

enable comparison between the models. 169

For the named entity recognition and 170

part-of-speech tagging task, we use the 171

AutoModelForTokenClassification 172

class, which linearly projects the embedding 173

from the language model encoder to each 174
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token. For the classification tasks, we use the175

AutoModelForSequenceClassification176

class, which linearly projects the embedding from177

the language model encoder to each document.178

Lastly, for the dependency parsing task, we179

are using the token classification class mentioned180

above, but as we have to predict both the head and181

the label of each token, we have to do this a bit182

differently. Firstly, we define the set of labels to183

be the concatenation of all the dependency parsing184

labels as well as the first 512 integers, the latter185

of which will be used to predict the head of each186

token. When applying the model we split the logits187

into the head and the label logits, and apply a soft-188

max operation on each one individually. This then189

results in two labels for each token, from which we190

can calculate the relevant metrics.191

3.3 Bootstrapping evaluation192

For each finetuned model and dataset, we evaluate193

the model on the test dataset as well as on nine194

bootstrapped versions of it, generating ten scores195

for the (model, dataset) pair. The evaluation score196

is then the mean µ of these scores, along with a197

95% confidence interval I10, computed as198

IN := µ± 1.96

N − 1

N∑
i=1

scorei. (1)199

The pretrained models are finetuned on the train-200

ing part of the given dataset, after which it is also201

evaluated on the test part of the dataset along with202

nine bootstrapped versions of the test dataset. This203

is repeated ten times, yielding 100 scores, and again204

the mean µ and 95% confidence interval I100 are205

reported.206

3.4 Aggregating scores207

Benchmarking a language model will result in208

many different scores for all the datasets in the209

ScandEval benchmark, and so more informative210

scores can be achieved through aggregation. To ac-211

comodate as many uses as possible, we aggregate212

in two different ways: by task and by language.213

We firstly compute the language-specific task214

scores for each (model, language, task) triple,215

which is the mean of the scores of the model on216

the tasks of the language. By “task” we are here217

referring to the four task categories: POS, DEP,218

NER and CLF.219

From these language-specific scores, we com-220

pute the task score for each (model, task) pair, as221

the mean of the language-specific task scores across 222

all the languages. We also compute the language 223

score for each (model, language) pair, as the mean 224

of the language-specific task scores across all the 225

tasks.A final ScandEval score is computed as 226

the average of the language scores, to emphasise 227

the training of Scandinavian models rather than 228

monolingual ones. 229

3.5 Evaluation of diverging finetuned models 230

Evaluating finetuned models in a consistent manner 231

is more complicated than the pretrained models, as 232

the finetuned models might have been trained on 233

different labels, both in terms of the names of the 234

labels as well as which labels are included. 235

When it comes to the names of the la- 236

bels, we include label synonyms in our bench- 237

marking classes, which are simple conversion 238

dictionaries that map the labels in the given 239

dataset to the labels that the finetuned model 240

has been trained on. For instance, when it 241

comes to sentiment analysis benchmarks, the la- 242

bel synonyms for positive are Positive, 243

positiv, jákvætt and LABEL_2. 244

Specifically for the NER models, after we have 245

substituted the label tags according to the label 246

synonym dictionary, any remaining label tag not 247

present in our dictionary will be substituted for the 248

MISC tag, to enable a fair comparison between the 249

models. 250

If a model is missing a label, in the sense that 251

it was not trained on a label present in the given 252

dataset and thus that the dimension of its output 253

projection layer is too small (a common example 254

of this is when the model has not been trained on 255

MISC tags), then we replace the classification head 256

of the finetuned model with a new one, having 257

the correct dimension, and transfer the weights 258

from the previous finetuned head to the new one. 259

This has the effect of the model being able to be 260

evaluated on the dataset, but it will simply get those 261

new labels wrong, as it will never predict them. 262

4 Finetuning Hyperparameters 263

When finetuning, we enforce a learning rate of 264

2 · 10−5 with warmup steps equal to the size of 265

the dataset, and a batch size of 32. If there is not 266

enough GPU memory to finetune the model with 267

this batch size, we halve it and double the amount 268

of gradient accumulation, resulting in the same ef- 269

fective batch size. This is repeated until the batches 270
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can fit in memory. We impose a linear learning rate271

scheduler with intercept after 1000 epochs, and272

we use early stopping (Plaut et al., 1986) with a273

patience parameter of274

2 +

⌊
1000

#trainSamples

⌋
(2)275

epochs (x 7→ bxc being the floor function),276

to prevent models from stopping too early if the277

dataset is small. The choice of patience was deter-278

mined qualitively, through inspection of multiple279

models being finetuned on multiple small datasets.280

The early stopping is based on performance on281

the validation dataset, which constitute 10% of the282

training dataset, sampled randomly.283

We use the AdamW optimiser (Loshchilov and284

Hutter, 2017) with first momentum β1 = 0.9 and285

second momentum β2 = 0.999, and we optimise286

the cross-entropy loss throughout all tasks. Fur-287

ther, random seeds are fixed throughout, to ensure288

reproducibility.289

5 ScandEval Tasks290

The tasks included in this benchmark were men-291

tioned in Section 3, and in this section we will292

describe the individual datasets included in the293

ScandEval benchmark, the modifications of294

them in order to benchmark the models uniformly295

across datasets, and what metrics are used to evalu-296

ate them.297

Notably, we have enforced fixed train/test splits298

of the datasets. If a dataset already had such a299

split then we use the same test set, and combine300

the training and validation splits of the dataset to301

create a new training set. This is done for the sake302

of uniformity, as some of the datasets only come303

with preset train/test splits, while others have preset304

train/val/test splits.305

5.1 Named Entity Recognition306

For the NER task we use the four classes used307

in CONLL (Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder,308

2003): PER, LOC, ORG and MISC, correspond-309

ing to proper names, locations, organisations and310

miscellaneous entities.311

In terms of evaluation metrics, we use the micro-312

average F1-score, which is standard for NER. We313

also report a no-misc score, which is the micro-314

average F1-score after we replace the MISC class315

in the predictions and labels with the “empty label”316

O. This no-misc score is not used in any of the ag-317

gregated scores and is purely used for comparison318

purposes on the individual datasets. An overview 319

of the NER datasets used can be found in Table 1. 320

For Danish, we use the DaNE dataset (Hvin- 321

gelby et al., 2020), being a NER tagged version 322

of the Danish Dependency Treebank (Kromann 323

and Lynge, 2004). DaNE is already in the CONLL 324

format, so we perform no preprocessing on the data. 325

It comes in a predefined train/val/test split, so we 326

merge the training and validation datasets and keep 327

the test dataset as-is. 328

For Norwegian, we use the Bokmål and Nynorsk 329

NorNE datasets (Jørgensen et al., 2020), also be- 330

ing NER tagged versions of the Norwegian De- 331

pendency Treebanks (Øvrelid and Hohle, 2016). 332

Aside from the PER, LOC, ORG and MISC tags, 333

these also include GPE_LOC, GPE_ORG, PROD, 334

DRV and EVT tags. We convert these to LOC, ORG, 335

MISC, MISC and MISC, respectively. They also 336

come in predefined train/val/test splits, so we again 337

keep the test dataset and merge the training and 338

validation sets. 339

Swedish does not have a NER tagged ver- 340

sion of the corresponding dependency treebank, 341

but they instead have the SUC3 dataset, a NER- 342

enriched version of the Stockholm-Umeå Corpus 343

(Gustafson-Capková and Hartmann, 2006). This 344

dataset does not follow the CONLL format and 345

is instead released in the XML format, with the 346

<name> XML tags containing the NER tags for 347

the words they span over 6. This dataset contains 348

the NER tags animal, event, inst, myth, 349

other, person, place, product and work. 350

These were converted to MISC, MISC, ORG, MISC, 351

MISC, PER, LOC, MISC and MISC, respectively. 352

The SUC3 dataset does not have any predefined 353

splits, so we split the dataset at random, keeping 354

30% of the documents for the test dataset. 355

For Icelandic we use the MIM-GOLD-NER 356

dataset (Ingólfsdóttir et al., 2020). In 357

this NER dataset they are using the tags 358

Person, Location, Organization, 359

Miscellaneous, Date, Time, Money and 360

Percent. These have been converted into PER, 361

LOC, ORG, MISC, O, O, O and O, respectively. 362

It comes in predefined train/val/test splits and 363

we again merge the training and validation 364

5See https://repository.
clarin.is/repository/xmlui/page/
license-mim-gold-ner.

6The <ne> XML tags are also NER tags, but these have
been automatically produced by SpaCy (Honnibal et al.,
2020) models and are thus not gold standard.
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Dataset Lang #Train #Test License

DaNE (Hvingelby et al., 2020) da 4,947 565 CC-BY-SA
NorNE-NB (Jørgensen et al., 2020) nb 18,106 1,939 CC-BY-SA
NorNE-NN (Jørgensen et al., 2020) nn 16,064 1,511 CC-BY-SA
SUC3 (Gustafson-Capková and Hartmann, 2006) sv 51,971 22,274 CC BY-SA
MIM-GOLD-NER (Ingólfsdóttir et al., 2020) is 52,932 5,889 Custom5

WikiANN-FO (Pan et al., 2017) fo 2,778 1,191 ODC-BY

Table 1: The NER datasets used in ScandEval.

sets. This dataset can only be used to advance365

linguistic research, which is in line with aims of366

the ScandEval benchmark.367

Lastly, for Faroese we use the Faroese part of the368

WikiANN dataset (Pan et al., 2017). This dataset369

contains the NER tags PER, LOC and ORG, so these370

are kept as-is. This dataset does not contain prede-371

fined splits, so we split the dataset as with SUC3,372

keeping 30% for the test dataset.373

5.2 Part-of-speech Tagging374

In the part-of-speech task we used the Universal375

Dependencies datasets (Nivre et al., 2016), which376

contain the following seventeen POS tags: ADJ,377

ADP, ADV, AUX, CCONJ, DET, INTJ, NOUN, NUM,378

PART, PRON, PROPN, PUNCT, SCONJ, SYM,379

VERB and X. No preprocessing was needed, as380

the Universal Dependencies datasets were all using381

the same labelling scheme. In terms of metrics,382

we use the accuracy score, as is common in POS383

evaluation. An overview of the POS datasets can384

be found in Table 2.385

5.3 Dependency Parsing386

The dependency parsing task also used the Uni-387

versal Dependencies datasets (Nivre et al., 2016).388

However, the dependency parsing labels used389

in the different languages varied. To enforce390

a consistent labelling scheme we decided to391

only use the coarse dependency labels. For in-392

stance, we replace the label obl:arg with its393

coarse label obl. This results in thirty-seven394

coarse dependency labels, which are acl, advcl,395

advmod, amod, appos, aux, auxpass, case,396

cc, ccomp, compound, conj, cop, csubj,397

dep, det, discourse, dislocated, expl,398

fixed, flat, goeswith, iobj, list, mark,399

nmod, nsubj, nummod, obj, obl, orphan,400

parataxis, punct, reparandum, root,401

vocative and xcomp.402

In terms of evaluation, we use the Labelled At-403

tachment Score (LAS) as the metric. We also re-404

port the Unlabelled Attachment Score (UAS), but 405

as with the no-misc score in our NER evaluation 406

described in Section 5.1, we do not include these 407

in our computations of the aggregated scores. An 408

overview of the DEP datasets can be found in Table 409

2. 410

5.4 Text Classification 411

The text classification datasets are less uniform 412

than the other tasks, which are primarily due to the 413

lack of uniform datasets. This includes sentiment 414

classification datasets as well as a mixture of clas- 415

sification datasets from various domains. We are 416

using the macro-average F1 score as the metric for 417

all these classification datasets, to accomodate an 418

arbitrary number of classes. An overview of the 419

CLF datasets can be found in Table 3. 420

For Danish, we included the sentiment classifi- 421

cation datasets AngryTweets, TwitterSent 422

and Europarl2 (Pauli et al., 2021), and 423

LCC (Nielsen, 2018). AngryTweets and 424

TwitterSent are Twitter datasets, and to com- 425

ply with Twitter’s Terms of Use we have fully 426

anonymised the tweets by replacing all user men- 427

tions with @USER and all links by [LINK], as 428

well as shuffling the tweets. The main reason for 429

including four datasets within the same domain was 430

that these datasets are quite small, making bench- 431

marking results on each one of them varied, with 432

the average being more stable. We also included 433

the challenging hate speech dataset DKHate (Sig- 434

urbergsson and Derczynski, 2020). 435

In Norwegian, we included the sentiment classi- 436

fication dataset NoReC (Velldal et al., 2018), which 437

is sufficiently large (double the size of the four Dan- 438

ish sentiment datasets combined), as well as the di- 439

alect classification dataset NorDial (Barnes et al., 440

2021). This dataset is in both Bokmål, Nynorsk as 441

well as local Norwegian dialects, enforcing the ca- 442

pability of language models to distinguish between 443

these. 444
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Dataset Lang #Train #Test License

DDT (Kromann and Lynge, 2004) da 4,947 565 CC-BY-SA
NDT-NB (Øvrelid and Hohle, 2016) nb 18,106 1,939 CC-BY-SA
NDT-NN (Øvrelid and Hohle, 2016) nn 16,064 1,511 CC-BY-SA
SDT (Nivre et al., 2006; Ahrenberg, 2015) sv 4,788 1,212 CC-BY-SA
IDT (Rögnvaldsson et al., 2012; Jónsdóttir and Ingason, 2020) is 6,144 768 CC-BY-SA
FDT (Tyers et al., 2018) fo 1,308 300 CC-BY-SA

Table 2: The POS and DEP datasets used in ScandEval.

Dataset Lang #Train #Test License

AngryTweets (Pauli et al., 2021) da 2,437 1,047 BSD 3-Clause
TwitterSent (Pauli et al., 2021) da 1,010 437 BSD 3-Clause
Europarl2 (Pauli et al., 2021) da 669 288 CC-BY-SA
LCC (Nielsen, 2018) da 349 150 CC-BY
DKHate (Sigurbergsson and Derczynski, 2020) da 2,960 329 CC-BY-SA
NoReC (Velldal et al., 2018) no 9,384 1,181 CC-BY-NC
NorDial (Barnes et al., 2021) no 954 110 CC0
ABSAbank-Imm (Rouces et al., 2020) sv 4,346 484 CC-BY
DaLaJ (Volodina et al., 2021) sv 8,572 888 CC-BY
NoReC-IS is 9,384 1,181 CC-BY-NC
NoReC-FO fo 9,384 1,181 CC-BY-NC

Table 3: The CLF datasets used in ScandEval.

As far as the author is aware, there is no trinary7445

Swedish sentiment classification dataset. How-446

ever, there is a dataset containing the sentiment447

towards immigration, ABSAbank-Imm (Rouces448

et al., 2020), which we have included in the bench-449

mark. We have also included the challenging450

DaLaJ (Volodina et al., 2021) dataset, set up as a451

correct grammar classification task. Both of these452

datasets are also part of the Swedish SuperLim453

benchmark (Adesam et al., 2020).454

For Icelandic and Faroese, we were unable to455

find a document classification dataset. To remedy456

this, we created two new datasets, NoReC-IS and457

NoReC-FO, being machine translated versions of458

the Norwegian NoReC dataset, mentioned above.459

These two datasets were translated using the Scan-460

dinavian machine translation model from (Tiede-461

mann and Thottingal, 2020).462

6 Benchmarking Package and CLI463

To enable every language researcher to benchmark464

their language models in a reproducible and consis-465

tent manner, we have developed a Python package466

called scandeval8, which can benchmark any467

language model (pretrained and finetuned), avail-468

7By "trinary" we mean a dataset containing the three
classes positive, neutral and negative.

8https://anonymous.4open.science/r/
ScandEval-5E4A

able on the HuggingFace Hub9. 469

The scandeval package is implemented as 470

both a command-line interface and a Python pack- 471

age, which enables ease of use as both a stand-alone 472

benchmarking tool as well as enabling integration 473

with other Python scripts. The package follows a 474

very opinionated approach to benchmarking, mean- 475

ing that very few parameters can be changed. This 476

is a deliberate design decision to enable consistent 477

benchmarking of all models. The package follows 478

the hyperparameter choices described in Section 4. 479

The scandeval package is compatible with 480

models implemented in PyTorch (Paszke et al., 481

2019) and SpaCy (Honnibal et al., 2020), as long 482

as the model is available on the HuggingFace Hub. 483

The package is flexible in the sense that a specific 484

model can be benchmarked on a particular dataset, 485

but it also allows benchmarking of, say, all Ice- 486

landic models. 487

We can benchmark a particular model using the 488

following terminal command: 489

$ scandeval --model_id <model_id> 490

If we leave out the model_id parameter the 491

package will benchmark all applicable models 492

from the HuggingFace Hub, and if we specify 493

the dataset parameter the package will only 494

benchmark that particular dataset. The language 495

parameter can be specified as an alternative to 496

9https://hf.co/
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Figure 1: A sample of the online leaderboard of pretrained Scandinavian models.

Language Top1 Top2 Top3

Overall xlm-roberta-large setu4993/LaBSE xlm-roberta-base
Danish xlm-roberta-large NbAiLab/nb-bert-large setu4993/LaBSE
Norwegian NbAiLab/nb-bert-large NbAiLab/nb-bert-base xlm-roberta-large
Swedish KB/bert-base-swedish-cased xlm-roberta-base NbAiLab/nb-bert-large
Icelandic setu4993/LaBSE xlm-roberta-large vesteinn/IceBERT
Faroese setu4993/LaBSE cardiffnlp/twitter-xlm-roberta-base NbAiLab/nb-bert-base

Table 4: The three best performing pretrained models in each of the language categories.

model_id to benchmark all models in that lan-497

guage. Further, all of these parameters can be spec-498

ified multiple times, to benchmark all the combina-499

tions of models/languages and datasets.500

Aside from its primary benchmarking capabil-501

ities, the scandeval package can also be used502

to load any of the benchmarking datasets, to en-503

able the finetuning of new models in a way that504

is consistent with the train/test splits used in the505

benchmark. The datasets can be loaded using506

the load_dataset function; see more in the507

scandeval documentation10.508

7 Online Leaderboard509

Using the scandeval package, we have bench-510

marked 40 pretrained models and 26 finetuned511

models in the Scandinavian languages which were512

available on the HuggingFace Hub. Aside from513

these models we also included several multilin-514

gual models to enable a fair comparison. The515

multilingual models included are mBERT (both the516

base (Devlin et al., 2019) and distilled (Sanh517

et al., 2019) versions), XLM-RoBERTa (Conneau518

et al., 2020) (both the base and large versions),519

the Twitter-XLM-RoBERTa model (Barbieri520

et al., 2021) and the LaBSE model (Feng et al.,521

2020). Lastly, to enable better interpretability522

10https://anonymous.4open.science/r/
ScandEval-5E4A

of the results, we also benchmark a randomly 523

initialised RoBERTa-base model on the datasets, 524

which will make it more transparent how much “ex- 525

ternal knowledge” the pretrained models are able 526

to utilise in their predictions. Benchmarking all 527

these models approximately required 3,000 GPU 528

hours on a GeForce RTX 2080 Ti. 529

Aside from the predictive performance of the 530

models we also benchmarked the inference speed 531

of the finetuned models using the pyinfer 532

(Pierse, 2020), and report the mean and standard 533

deviation of the number of inferences per second. 534

These have been computed using a single Tesla 535

P100-PCIE-16GB GPU, by recording the inference 536

time of running a document with 390 characters11 537

through the model one hundred times. Lastly, we 538

also record the size of the pretrained model, mea- 539

sured in megabytes. These two metrics (inference 540

speed and model size) are useful to practioners us- 541

ing the models, as there is often a trade-off between 542

the accuracy and speed of the predictions. We in- 543

clude neither the size nor inference speed of the 544

model in our aggregated scores, however. 545

We have presented all of the benchmarked results 546

along with their associated confidence intervals in 547

two online leaderboards: one for the pretrained 548

11The document in question is “Dette er en helt vild og ret
lang test.”, repeated ten times.
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models and one for the finetuned models.12. These549

scores have been computed as described in Section550

3, along with the task-specific scores, the language-551

specific scores and the final ScandEval score. A552

screenshot of the leaderboard can be seen in Figure553

1.554

At the time of writing, the top-3 models555

in terms of their ScandEval score are the556

XLM-RoBERTa-large model (Conneau et al.,557

2020), the LaBSE model (Feng et al., 2020) and558

the XLM-RoBERTa-base model (Conneau et al.,559

2020). The best models for the individual lan-560

guages can be seen in Table 4.561

8 Limitations and Risks562

The ScandEval benchmark is currently limited563

to classification tasks and will therefore not be able564

to measure the full performance of the language565

models in question. This is primarily due to a lack566

of gold standard labelled datasets in more chal-567

lenging language tasks like question-answering and568

summarisation. Nevertheless, we see this as suf-569

ficient for comparing the current state-of-the-art570

language models in the Scandinavian languages,571

and as such datasets become available we will be572

able to extend the ScandEval benchmark to ac-573

comodate these.574

This focus on classification tasks could also pose575

a risk, favouring the development of language mod-576

els which solely lead to good classifiers rather than577

more general-purpose language models. We have578

tried to minimise this risk by including a diverse579

mixture of both syntactic and semantic classifica-580

tion tasks.581

9 Discussion582

We note that the results presented in our online583

leaderboards described in Table 4 show that584

the efforts the National Libraries in Norway585

and Sweden have paid off, in the sense that586

their models NbAiLab/nb-bert-large587

(Kummervold et al., 2021) and588

KB/bert-base-swedish-cased (Malm-589

sten et al., 2020) are beating the multilingual mod-590

els, and in Icelandic the vesteinn/IceBERT591

model (Snæbjarnarson, 2021) is catching up with592

them.593

This shows that investing in language techonolo-594

gies at a national level can be worthwhile. We595

12These leaderboards are available at (removed to preserve
anonymity).

also see from the same table that the Norwegian 596

model is within the top-3 best models in Norwe- 597

gian, Swedish, Danish and Faroese, indicating a 598

potential large amount of language transfer, which 599

indicates that a joint Scandinavian approach could 600

improve the results of the current monolingual mod- 601

els within the Scandinavian languages. 602

10 Conclusion 603

In this paper we have presented a bench- 604

marking framework for the Scandinavian lan- 605

guages, together with a Python package and CLI, 606

scandeval, which can be used to benchmark 607

any model available on the HuggingFace Hub. We 608

have also presented two online leaderboards: one 609

for pretrained models and one for finetuned models. 610

The results from the pretrained leaderboard show 611

that the monolingual models trained can exceed the 612

performance of the current state-of-the-art multi- 613

lingual models, and indicate signs of a potential 614

strong language transfer between the Scandinavian 615

languages. 616
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